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Three rusts are destructive, diminishing produce and nutritious value significantly, 
affect food availability and consequently food security through reductions in yield. 
In agricultural research institutes with mandate of wheat improvement, 
incorporating genes resistant against rust is matter of routine. The dilemma of 
rusts in wheat has been addressed the most, leading to discovery of principles of 
plant breeding for resistance e.g. gene disease genes inherit following Mendelian 
genetics, concept of genetic diversity and concept of gene for gene theory. Two 
strategies of breeding wheat for disease resistance are being followed. 1- 
Conventional and 2- Advanced. Among conventional approaches selection and 
hybridization are well known. However rust resistance has been found short lived 
and may also be durable in certain cases. Durability of disease resistance is desired 
and has been explored widely. Durability of resistance is generally attained through 
incorporation of genes effective at adult plant stage and combination of 
quantitative genes. Application of biotechnology to improve productivity of rust 
resistance breeding is the usage of molecular markers in pyramiding genes and 
substantiates the existence of genes in, and confirming released cultivars are pure. 
This involves molecular markers that are precise and pertinent across extensive 
ranges of breeders’ germplasm. This review article encompasses all features of 
wheat development through application of different techniques of wheat 
improvement. However, despite development of novel approaches that has 
accelerated wheat breeding, breeding in pathogen leading to producing more 
virulent strains. Consequently, wheat breeding is a continuous process. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) is the fundamental staple 

diet for majority of world population and among the 

crops cultivated during pre-historic era (Khanfri et al., 

2018; Waqar et al., 2018). Fifty percent of the calories 

requirement of the world is accomplished by three 

major crops wheat, paddy and corn (Mateen et al., 

2015).In wheat crop several factors cause difference in 

potential yield and yield harvested. Diseases in crops 

are main constraints in achieving the target of food 

security (Halstead and Henricot, 2010). 

Three rust diseases in wheat (Table 1) are the main 
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limitations in harvesting abundant crop produced, 

triggering extensive yield decline in crop and huge 

damage in several regions, at different times (Badebo 

et al., 1990; Solh et al., 2012; Afzal et al., 2022). Rusts 

are the most detrimental diseases of cereals and, ever 

since ancient times, have an excessive effect on human 

cultures (McIntosh, 2009). The injury caused by the 

cereal rusts had been documented by scholars prior the 

arrival of Christ (Carefoot and Sprott, 1967). More 

archaeological relics, a storage jar found in Israel 

encompassing spores and hyphae of the wheat stem 

rust fungus indicated the dilemma existed in antiquity 

documented Late Bronze Age dated to (circa 1,300 BC) 

(Kislev, 1982). The rusts resulting grains desiccated, 

results reduced quantity as well as quality of produce 

(Figure 1). 

 

Table 1: Detail of damage caused by three rusts. 

Sr. No. Disease Losses Reference 

1 

Stripe Rust (Yellow Rust) 

 

In 2017, approximately 88% of the wheat was 

susceptible to the stripe rust caused by Puccinia 

striiformis f. sp. tritici worldwide, causing yield 

losses estimated to be 1 billion USD  

 

(Brandt et al., 2021) 

2 

Leaf Rust (Brown rust) 

 

Leaf rust caused by Puccina triticina damages 

wheat production severely in temperate zone 

areas where the composite or generally 

prevailing weather conditions of a region is 

characterized by broad difference between 

extremes of temperature. Losses in yield indicted 

to range 30-70%  

(Kolmer et al., 2005; 

Huerta-Espino et al., 

2011) 

 

3 

Stem rust (Black rust)

 

 Damages up to 1.12 bln US $ collectively 

resulting mostly as a consequence of reduced 

end-use value of the crop and decrease in yield  

(Pardey et al., 2013). 

 

  
Figure 1: Comparison of rust affected and healthy grains. 

Grains from healthy crop 

Grains from diseased crop 
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Damages caused by wheat rusts 

Rust stress a cause decrease in wheat-grain yield and 

influences other yield component traits such as the grain 

size, number of grains per head, grain weight, plant 

biomass, vigor, and plant growth (Dimmock and 

Gooding, 2002). Plant progressive stages are affected by 

rust stress. Tillering early and jointing anthesis stage, 

curtailed number of kernel per spike, reduced grain 

weight and quality are the characteristic features in 

infection caused by rust (Afzal et al., 2008, 2020; Channa 

et al., 2021). Investigation to assess yield depression 

caused by wheat rusts was initiated not before the 20th 

century. Improved comprehension of dilemma led to 

evaluate monetary investment in projects of disease 

management (McIntosh et al., 1995). 

Subsequently, damage in produce and the financial 

influence of wheat rusts has been evaluated 

comprehensively and publicized (Afzal et al., 2020; 

Tariq-Khan et al., 2020). During last century losses 

attributable to periodic epidemics of rusts resulted in 

starvation circumstances in many fragments of the 

world. As a result of successful rust management in 

numerous wheat creating countries over $ 200 million 

annually saving of income in farmers is documented 

(Brennan and Murray, 1988). Stripe rust prevailed in 

fairly low temperature and humid situation during 

previous decades (Zadoks, 1961) but migrating and 

evolving innovative genetic variants of pathogen with 

increased capacity to endure warmer temperatures have 

been recorded in wheat in regions unaffected previously 

(Milus et al., 2009;  Hovmøller et al., 2016 ). 

Among three rusts, stem rust of wheat has been the most 

detrimental disease (Afzal et al., 2015; 2021). Because of 

the huge financial injury caused by wheat rusts, wheat 

scientists have addressed this field seriously. 

Incorporation of resistance through breeding 

Although fungicides control rusts effectively and 

chemotherapy is usual practice in advanced countries 

for management of these diseases. However, it is 

uneconomical for the farmers in developing countries 

attributed to poverty of farming community in these 

regions. Shortage of fungicides at the proper time and 

emerging of new race groups reduce fungicide efficacy to 

prevent losses restrict application of fungicides to 

control rusts in wheat. These evidences described above 

highlights the importance of breeding and deployment of 

resistant germplasm to curtail epidemics. It dedicates a 

final part to rapidly evolving technologies and their 

potential to accelerate genetic gains. At present 

detection for sources of rust resistance in wheat is a 

foremost activity in wheat improvement programs. 

Global rust research has led to the evolution and 

deployment of rust resistant cultivars. Experts engaged 

in crop improvement cannot overlook the dilemma of 

rusts and concentrate entirely on the serious problem of 

yield enhancement through breeding. Wheat 

development through breeding has caused 27 times 

improvement in its worth and reimbursements from 

breeding for resistance against brown rust in spring 

wheat (Marasas et al., 2004). More than 220 rust 

resistance genes encompassing, 79 leaf rust resistance 

genes, 60 stem rust resistance and 83 stripe rust 

resistance genes have been catalogued (McIntosh et al., 

2017). Wheat breeding will continue contributing wheat 

germplasm characterized by high yielding, possessing 

improved rust resistance, decreasing the potential 

hazard of rusts. El-Orabey et al. (2020) categorized 

genes into three sets based on the infection type. The 

first class comprised the most effective. Finding of work 

conducted is summarized in Table 2. 

 

Table 2: List of effective genes against three rusts (El-Orabey et al., 2020). 

 Stripe Rust Leaf Rust Stem Rust 

Most Effective Genotypes 
Yr 1, Yr 5, Yr 10, Yr 15, Yr 

SP, Misr 3 and Sakha 95 

Lr 17, Lr 18, Lr 21, Lr 28 

and Misr 3 

Sr 2, Sr 24, Sr 32, Sr 33, Sr 

36, Sr 38, Sr 39 and Misr 3 

Widely adapted and 

stable in their resistance 
Yr 17 Lr 28, Lr 22a, Lr 14b 

Sr 20, Sr 25, Sr 31, Sr 9e, Sr 

12 

 

Deployment of wheat cultivars resistant to this disease is 

being concentrated critically for development in 

breeding wheat and novel technologies are being 

applied (Ellis et al., 2014). Rusts in wheat are amongst 

the most studied diseases of plants owing to the effect 

that have had on wheat production (Afzal et al., 2015). 

This research work conducted lead to detections of 

Principles of plant breeding for disease resistance 
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(Biffen,1905; Stakman and Levine, 1922; Flor,1956; Van 

der Plank, 1963). Description is as under: 

1- Biffen (1905) established that wheat yellow rust 

(stripe rust) is inherited following Mendel’s laws of 

inheritance. 

2- Stalkman and Piemeisel (1917) confirmed existence 

of genetic diversity in stem rust pathogen. 

3- Flor (1942, 1956) suggested gene for gene concept. 

4- Loegering in 1966 developed two important rules 

parallel to basic Mendelian Principles described as: 

a)- Incompatibility is defined the reaction of contact 

among the products of at least one resistant host and at 

least one corresponding avirulent pathogen i.e., LIT is 

low infection type, LIT=LP (low pathogenicity):LR., LR 

(low reaction). 

b) - LIT1,2< L1T1 where:LIT1<L1T2. It is explained 

when more gene pairs are engaged as participants the 

degree of incompatibility as low as, or lower than, the 

level produced by the most incompatible interacting 

gene pair acting single. Development of disease resistant 

varieties through breeding is carried following the 

principles mentioned above (Randhawa et al., 2019). 

Genetic resistance is advantageous for ecological and 

commercial point of view, predominantly for wheat 

growers in the developing countries, and as a result of 

the prospect that rust pathogens develop resistance to 

chemicals. 

Wheat breeding for rust resistance (conventional 

approach) 

Selection 

Wheat improvement initiated in the beginning of 19th 

century. The blend of different genotypes was frequently 

recognized as landraces, which grew as an outcome of 

selection and sponsored by growers through individual 

collection of improved spikes for the kernels of crop for 

coming year. These landraces were grown during the 

beginning of previous century (Rehman et al., 2009). 

Johannsen (1903, 1926) working with a common bean 

variety Princess developed pure line theory was 

followed as focal breeding technique utilized by the 

wheat experts of 19th century characterized by 

segregation of pure entries from local land races. 

Hybridization 

Hybridization was begun during last decade of 19th 

century. Crossing was conducted to combine in progeny 

different traits of genotypes used as parentages. Farrer 

(1898), from Australia, worked as pioneer for 

developing wheat genotype with resistance against rust. 

He focused on developing varieties ripening early to 

circumvent rust through hybridization of parentage 

selected prudently. Farrer imported Indian oriented 

germplasm characterized early maturing and crossed 

with local germplasm for incorporation of resistance 

against rust into local material through using back cross 

method. In this study selection was conducted using 

these parameters i.e., stomata smaller in size, existence 

of wax on leaf, thick cuticle, leaf angle and breadth of 

leaf. These traits are unusually analogous to those 

utilized for selection for durable disease resistance. In 

another experiment conducted during 1896-1901 

different species of Triticum were crossed and screened 

in Indian situation against wheat rusts but results were 

undesired (Rehman et al., 2013). In sub-continent some 

genotypes e.g., Nagpur hybrid, Majhi, Pissi, Mundia, 

Bansi, Bakhshi were not immune but reacted moderately 

resistant (Howard and Howard, 1909), which showed 

that they may carry quantitative type of resistance for 

rust. As the technique applied for the evolution of 

genotypes in that era was segregating pure lines, hence, 

it is expected quantitative genes co-evolved with the 

wheat. In sub-continent, hybridization was initiated in 

1926 (Aziz, 1966), by conjugation required traits 

existing in more than one variety in a genotype. The 

genotypes such as C-217, C-273, C-250, C-271, C-591 and 

C-518 and were evolved by crossing exotic and native 

genetic resources. These genotypes were remarkable to 

varieties under cultivation already in every respect. The 

genotype C271 possess Lr34 (Kolmer, 2009). This gene 

is characterized by leaf tip necrosis and authentic source 

of a durable rust resistance (McIntosh et al., 1995). This 

exhibited that this gene has been in use in wheat 

breeding deliberately or instinctively since many years. 

So, it is conclusion of the evidences above that, varieties 

having resistance were selected even during the primary 

wheat breeding, although scientific community engaged 

in wheat breeding for rust resistance was ignorant with 

principles of wheat breeding to improvement of disease 

resistance. 

Green revolution and rusts management 

In the beginning of green revolution, the short statured 

genotypes evolved at CIMMYT, brought sudden 

improvement in wheat yield in many fragments of the 

planet including Pakistan, India, Turkey, Afghanistan. 

These varieties were not found durable as infected by 

novel strain of stem rust nevertheless, However, 

Borlaug, 1968 described some cultivars e.g., the cultivar 
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Lerma Rojo 64 performed in field 11 year, while others 

(e.g., Yaqui 50; Champingo 52 & amp; Champingo 53) 

withheld their resistance till they were evacuated from 

commercial cultivation by varieties yielding higher. The 

situation is ascribed to genetic background of these 

varieties (Borlaug, 1958). Wheat breeding program at 

CIMMYT amalgamated variety of genes during the era 

1965-1985. Highest of the genotypes comprise Sr2 and 2 

to 4 additional genes for resistance against stem rust 

spread in this interval. Knott (1988) and Rajaram et al. 

(1988) have enlisted these supplementary genes. The 

analogous plan was also executed by numerous projects. 

The status of gene Lr13 for resistance against leaf rust 

was identified in the initiation of the decade 70’s. The, 

Lr13 gene does not deliver anticipated resistance if it is 

single but when combined with other genes it offers 

durable resistance. Lr13 complex is characterized as 

non-race specific and achieved durable in Bluebird 

series in combination with Lr34. One more illustration of 

Lr13 combined with Lr34 is, Lyalpur73, which 

substituted in field by the development of innovative 

genotypes higher in yield but, it still posses’ resistance 

for brown rust. The varieties Torim 73 and Genero 81, 

sustained resistant to brown rust for long duration have 

complex of Lr 34 gene with other genes. Lr 34 is allied 

with leaf tip necrosis (LTN) (Figure 2) morphological 

marker (Singh, 1992) mapped on chromosome 7DS was 

reported first in genotype “Frontona”, and wheat 

cultivars possessing Lr34 have been evolved extensively 

and more than 25 million ha is under cultivation reduce 

depression in produce effectively in the years when 

disease appear in epidemics. 

 

 
Figure 2: Leaf tip necrosis affiliated with Lr34. 

 

Genetic basis of durable resistance 

Breakdown of Yr9, Yr27 and Sr31 compelled scientific 

community to change breeding strategy. Additive effect 

of partial resistant quantitative genes, typically 

multigenic and effective in adult plant stage deliver long 

lasting (durable) resistance. Keeping the principle in 

view test material is screened in seedling stage and 

those entries are selected that show susceptible 

response at seedling stage and studied further to 

observe their response at adult stage. This type of 

resistance is characterized by the combined effect of 

slow rusting components i.e., pustule size per mm 2 

pustule density per cm 2 , incubation period and latent 

period. Disease data is recorded repeatedly. Audpc (Area 

Under Disease Progress Curve) is the parameter used to 

distinguish slow rusters and fast rusters. Area Under 

Disease Progress Curve is calculated using data recorded 

repeatedly with the help of formula (Wilcoxson et al., 

1975). Slow rusters are susceptible as well but are least 

affected by the disease. Such genotypes are generally 

durable based on the principle Live and Let Live. Studies 

have revealed that 10-12 dissimilar genes are associated 

in germplasm developed in CIMMYT. Nevertheless, two 

to three genes in a line offer moderate resistance and 

level of resistance near to immunity can be attained by 

collecting four to five quantitative genes (Singh et al., 

2005; Channa et al., 2022). Mostly these genes have not 

been designated. Sr2/Yr30, Lr34/Yr18 and Lr46/Yr29 

are the only genes have been designated to definite 

chromosomes. These genes pairs are firmly associated. 

The varieties having quantitative gene-based resistance 

demonstrate practically level of resistance same 

continuum. E.g. Lyalpur-73, among most important 

varieties in 1970’s still performs as resistant in 

screening nurseries. While, the genotypes possessing 

qualitative gene-based is race specific in nature do not 

survive for judicious period and flop frequently in next 

4-5 years. Durable rust resistant varieties react similarly 

against unalike strains and in different ecological 

circumstances. The variety Frontana released around 

fifty years before still possess operative resistance 

against rust. There are also few examples that some 

major genes performed for longer duration but this 

situation is very infrequent. Six autonomous loci, 
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contribute to slow rust contributing to two rusts in a 

population were recognized in material originated from 

cross of Avocet ‟S„ and Pavon. Stripe rust is influenced 

noteworthy. The loci on 3BS and 6BL chromosome had 

noteworthy impact on stripe rust. The putative (its role 

and the protein it codes for has not been completely 

recognized) loci deploying resistance to yellow and leaf 

rust recognized on 6AL 1BL and 4BL chromosomes 

(William et al., 2006). In one more population a locus on 

the distal location of chromosome 1BL was recognized 

with exceedingly substantial impacts on resistance 

against stripe rust (Suenaga et al., 2003). William et al. 

(2006) claims Avocet S and Morocco have some genomic 

features that comprise slow rusting resistance which 

outcomes in substantial pause and it becomes 

vulnerable completely. Accumulating quantitative genes 

for achieving favorite degree of resistance in a genotype 

is an inspiring mission as it involves detection of 

genotypes possessing quantitative genes, crossing in 

precise outlines succeeding top cross or back cross 

method, sustaining necessary size of population and 

selecting desired lines from material segregating. The 

crossing plans and assortments approaches used for 

breeding qualitative genes-based resistance do not 

generate desired output if applied for breeding 

quantitative gene resistance and cannot produce any 

improvement. The material having quantitative gene-

based resistance was evolved in CIMMYT near to 

immunity (<10M) and distributed worldwide in 1990s 

(Singh et al., 2000). Wheat breeding for development of 

resistant cultivars using conventional methods is 

prolonged, complicated and takes adequate time to 

generate output that is not affordable sometimes. 

Molecular markers present brilliant substitute in 

evolution of ameliorated cultivars that carry resistance 

would lead to enhanced crop production. These tools tag 

desired genes and bestow useful collaboration in 

improving screening potency for useful characters. 

Sources of durable rust resistance 

Durable resistance may be delivered by a single gene or 

by amalgamations of several genes (McIntosh and 

Watson, 1982). The term durable resistance is used 

recurrently in preference to horizontal resistance or 

non-race specific to designate resistance effective for 

long duration. The explanation of durability is not that 

resistance is effective against all strains of a pathogen 

but that the resistance was active for a lengthened 

duration (Johnson and Law, 1975). Sources of 

germplasm occupy status of key role to accomplish 

desired result of breeding for crop development. But 

instead, sources of pioneering resistance genes can be 

installed hurriedly to avoid destruction. These sources 

are held in reserve in freezers. Definitely, numerous 

derivatives of genes from wild grasses in Triticum and 

related genera such as Rye executed efficiently 

(Hoisington et al., 1999). Aegilops species has been 

exploited frequently as parent to assign genes resistant 

against Pgt (Schneider et al., 2007; Olson et al., 2013a,b). 

An inspiring result of work conducted is that genes 

originated from bread wheat were not found successful 

usual (Jin et al., 2007). The worth of preserving plant 

genetic diversity is realized since many decades ago 

(Gessese, 2019), and wild relatives of wheat possess 

colossal source of genetic diversity for numerous 

commercial traits together with resistance to rusts in 

wheat (Warburton et al., 2006). This rightfulness offers 

prospect to experts for relocating desired genes from 

wild ancestors through inter-specific hybridization to 

evolve resistant wheat varieties (Bansal et al., 2017). 

Useful source of genomic diversity is wheat landraces 

(Warburton et al., 2006). Leading wheat-cultivating 

region of the planet between 30° and 45°N latitude, is 

rich in resources of wheat germplasm (Hawkes, 1981). 

The potential of landraces conserved is identified and 

characterized to exploit genetic diversity to accomplish 

target. Diverse resistance sources available to scientists 

have been maintained in international germplasm banks. 

This design guarantees comprehensive genetic base in 

crop. Eighty banks of wheat germplasm all around the 

globe carry amongst 410,000 (Tanksley and McCouch, 

1997) and 800,000 accessions (Ortiz et al., 2008). Wheat 

landraces have occupied status of varieties in 

considerable area. Some fundamental integrities ensue 

in these circumstances: a)- It is sensible to use valued 

rich source of resistance of wild wheats. b)- It is not 

verified that the resistance combined is durable 

definitely. An illustration of this is Sr31 from rye, which 

surrendered to critical black rust strain TTKSK after 

considerable period (30 years) of employment (Afzal et 

al., 2015; 2021). The vital benefit about revolving to wild 

or species far related is that resistance genes are 

accessible sharp. c)- It is not possible predicting 

prospect success in wide crossing. Therefore, it is 

rationale to attain complete advantage of the prospects 

of attainment by increasing and trying hybridization and 

transmission of chromosome from unfamiliar sources 
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with assortment of species, accessions, or landraces. 

Most important topographies leading the application of 

wild species as a source of desirable traits from 

agronomic viewpoint are (a) Attaining of a prolific cross 

breed and (b) Allocation the segment of chromosome 

holding resistant genes to wheat positively. Effective 

hybridization, preservation of the F1 generation, and 

retrieval of likely recombinants may be prejudiced by 

chance genetic structures besides chromosomal physical 

heterozygosity. Species with genomes more far 

interrelated often display reduced proportion of 

homoeologous combination while closely related to 

wheat establish higher frequency of pairing (Mujeeb-

Kazi et al., 2013). Conventional crop improvement is 

unhurried and cannot keep step with increasing diet 

concerns. Biotechnology is being executed to improve 

crop productivity. 

Application of advance techniques in improvement 

of crop 

Breeding with technologically advanced apparatuses 

play a key role for the future. Adequate information has 

been generated in the discipline of Biotechnology during 

the recent past. Thus, new prospects have unlocked and 

these procedures will be practiced effectively for 

improvement of crop. Plant breeding strategies with 

known molecular markers for resistance and functional 

genomics enable a breeder for developing resistant 

cultivars of wheat against different fungal diseases. 

Improved know how in genetics, molecular biology and 

knowledge of plant physiology at the end of last century 

applied for better management of crops. The data 

generated have made accessible innovative scenarios to 

diminish the influence of this adverse situation which 

are challenging in achievement of target (Begum et al., 

2014). 

Pyramiding of many resistant genes enhances durability 

of rust resistance in wheat. Incorporation of many genes 

encoding partial resistance pyramiding in a more 

practical strategy to attain durable resistance because 

conventional breeding is not appropriate as process of 

variety development engages simultaneous experiments 

of the breeding materials with diverse genetic variants 

of pathogen. Generally, it is not possible for a program of 

breeding to carry on all tests needed for rust strains 

desired for this work (Khan et al., 2013). Hence, Marker 

Assisted Selection is a proper substitute to smooth fast 

evolution of rust resistant cultivars (Beukert et al., 

2020). In wheat procedures of molecular genetics is not 

simple. The hexaploidy along with the small gradation of 

polymorphism among elite varieties the wheat offers 

considerable trials for those struggling to evolve 

molecular markers and practice to explore genetics. 

Amplified fragment length polymorphism (AFLP) and 

microsatellite marker systems are being exploited to 

explore inheritance of traits in wheat. Disease tolerance 

is inherited potential of genotype under the situation 

when it is not resistant but damages the produce 

negligible. Combinations of ‘slow rusting” genes provide 

opportunity to develop of wheat varieties possessing 

tolerance under disease pressure. Gene pyramiding 

becomes simple with the assistance of molecular 

markers (Chukwu et al., 2019). Race specific genes 

originated from wild relatives are commonly connected 

to genes conferring characters undesirable. 

Contravention this relation and install R genes into 

breeding programs is not easier job but demands 

aptitude. Problems associated with genes 

characterization of those are unfamiliar before 

encompass slight physical resolution of cytogenetic 

protocol (Lukaszewski et al., 2005) and restricted 

potential of simple sequence repeats (SSR), simple 

sequence length polymorphisms (SSLP) and short 

tandem repeats (STR), fluctuating to the tertiary gene 

pool. Mullan et al. (2005) recognized as gene pool three 

(GP3). These problems upset the employment of these 

valued sources for progress of wheat. A widely 

deliberated method, though not exploited extensively, is 

host induced gene silencing abbreviated as (HIGS) of 

central genes in the pathogen. This path of job includes 

enunciating small interfering RNAs in the host that may 

be transferred to the pathogen and persuade silencing of 

genes authoritative for virulence of pathogen (Nunes 

and Dean, 2012). Nevertheless, the advancement in 

genomic strategies as well as accessibility of several 

genome sequences has allowed the fast contact to genes 

in wild species. This has enabled the development of 

gene-specific molecular markers for rapid 

characterization of gene through Marker Assisted 

Selection (MAS). Markers contribute in pyramiding of 

Adult Plant Resistant genes or genes resistant at all 

stages to develop durable rust resistant wheat cultivars 

(Singh et al., 2014). 

MAB is conceivable for characters, controlled by 

monogenic as well as multigenic (Francia et al., 2005). 

The marker systems based on gel are not cost effective. 

Usually used marker systems for instance Single 
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Sequence Repeat (SSR) and Single Nucleotide 

polymorphism (SNP) depend on sequence data. These 

limitations bound the capacity of breeding programs 

considerably to accomplish reasonable outputs on 

benefit to justify the practice marker-assisted selection 

in breeding for several characters in routine and mainly 

quantitative traits. Among population single nucleotide 

polymorphisms, commonly known as SNPs (“snips”), are 

usual sort of genomic variance among individuals of a 

particular species takes place due to sexual reproduction 

and mutation. SNP markers are called ‘markers of 

choice’ because of their profusion and circulation in the 

genomes and the aptitude to categorize populations at 

rather less expenses (Gut, 2001). Individually SNP 

designates distention in a single deoxyribonucleic acid 

building block, named a nucleotide. For instance, in a 

certain stretch of deoxyribonucleic acid, a SNP may 

substitute the nucleotide cytosine (C) with the 

nucleotide thymine (T). SNPs are the key tactic to 

understand process through which living organisms 

have developed and hereditary links within/between 

species, explain of traits of agronomic characters and 

resistance/susceptibility to pathogenic infections. 

Predominantly, identifying genomic loci those lead to 

diverse trait is significant. With the benefits of 

constancy, lucrative progresses, and huge material 

assays, SNP has converted gradually important in crop 

genomic research. The development of genotyping 

apparatuses has been practiced successfully in biology 

since long to categorize the crops into model and non-

model. Polymorphisms is exposed quickly with the 

development of subsequent generation sequencing 

technologies and the modification to the more 

genotyping assays. Nevertheless, the fault-prone style of 

Next Generation Sequencing study apparatuses is yet a 

huge problem which might cause findings not truthful. 

That requires for the improvement of apparatus for 

taking out gigantic data, provision for the data 

investigation, and rational decision. To accomplish need, 

instead of usage of binary structure of nucleotides 

mechanization has been done. Combined integrated SNP 

Mining and Utilization (ISMU) Channel is classified 

among early trials to advance a machine learning 

technique to SNP finding. The combined method 

together with the fresh developments will allow an 

augmented data and practise of SNPs sooner or later. 

DArT marker analysis is characterised by sequence-

independent and qualifies more than usual multiplexing; 

synchronized typing of numerous hundred to numerous 

thousands of polymorphic loci spread over the genome. 

DArT executes fair in several polyploid species and not 

expensive (Sánchez-Sevilla et al., 2015; Hong et al., 

2009). This method does not entail any DNA-sequence 

data. Nucleotide polymorphisms within restriction 

enzyme (RE) appreciation locations and the high 

reliability of the RE can present better duplicability. 

DArT polymorphisms result from as compare to assays 

based on polymerase chain reaction that are based on 

lesser reliability selective primer annealing. DArT 

markers have been industrialized in over forty plant 

species and have been working widely for building of 

molecular maps, identifying trait-marker associations, 

assessment of genetic diversity, association mapping, 

and routine genotyping in various crops for varietal 

identification. DArT markers, are converted into precise 

PCR assays; change needs to take account of marker 

idleness, at the level of both DNA sequences and 

segregation patterns. Diversity Arrays Technology 

(DArT™) is a lucrative hybridization-based marker 

technique that offers an improved multiplexing level 

while being autonomous of sequence information. 

Marker alteration to PCR-based assays is mostly 

comprises several transitional phases (McNeil et al., 

2011). The occurrence of markers those are redundant 

could be designated by the feature that base of DArT 

technology is a hybridization line. The provisions of the 

probes may not be familiar, and the identical probes are 

exploited with different names. Instead, probes 

possessing miscellaneous DNA sequences may be 

associated together. The profusion acknowledged is 

characteristic of DArTs and might up to 40 %, (Raman et 

al., 2013). The available sign is that rehabilitated DArTs 

characteristically carry on the segregation pattern of the 

innovative DArT marker (Eckstein et al., 2008; Afzal et 

al., 2021). 

Emergence of new rust races 

It has been experienced bitter in past varieties evolved 

possessing similar genetic background. Example is the 

germplasm with 1B-1R translocation was incorporated 

extensively in development of wheat varieties. This 

created monoculture situation in the last decade of 

previous century. This accelerated to the evolution of 

some new devastating rust races resulting a serious 

threat to global wheat production. A race of P. 

striiformis, virulent against Yr9 was observed very first 

time in East Africa in 1986 and later travelled to 
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Northern Africa and Southern Asia. In 1991 it was 

reported first in Yemen it reached in south Asia in 1995 

(Singh and Huerta-Espino, 2000). In the same way, Yr27 

emerged and moved following the similar track posed 

threat to wheat cultivation in subcontinent, where 

cultivars Inqilab-91 and PBW343 possessed Yr27 gene-

based resistance (Fayyaz et al., 2017). Stem rust 

resistance in wheat cultivars with Sr31 remained 

effective for more than 30 years. In 1990s, most of the 

wheat varieties were having 1B-1R translocation which 

created a monoculture situation in Africa, Asia and other 

parts of the world. This disease occurred as a threat with 

the detection of Ug-99, in 1998 in Uganda (Pretorius et 

al., 2000). Sr31 virulent isolates of pgt were observed 

first time in Uganda and then disseminated all over East 

Africa (Pretorius et al., 2000). The innovative race was 

first branded in Uganda in 1999 (hence the name Ug-99), 

is nominated as TTKSK (Pretorius et al., 2012) following 

the North American nomenclature system (Roelfs, 

1988). It next dispersed in Ethiopia and Kenya during 

2005 (Waynera et al., 2006). The race is virulent on 

majority wheat varieties in Kenya. Development and 

spread of Ug-99 race group modelled threat to 

production of wheat crop extremely all-inclusive (Singh 

et al., 2011). A new variant of this stem rust race virulent 

on Sr24 has been originated in Kenya since 2006 (Jin et 

al., 2007, 2008). It jumped the red sea and its incidence 

has been recognized in Yemen in 2006 and afterward 

and was reported in Sudan also in the same time. In 

2007, incidence of Ug99 was observed in Iran (Nazari et 

al., 2009). Original strains of Ug-99 appeared that are 

further contagious to Sr36 (Jin et al., 2009), Sr24 

(Mukoyi et al., 2011) and SrTmp (Newcomb et al., 2016) 

afterward implanting more varieties susceptible. The 

prevalence and distribution of Sr31-virulence variants in 

the Ug99 in East Africa and additional virulent variants 

instigating local eruptions and epidemics in Ethiopia 

(Olivera et al., 2015), Central Asia (Shamanin et al., 

2018) and Europe (Lewis et al., 2018), entitles that the 

disease is emerging as a threat to wheat cultivation in 

wheat production zones. These are the examples the 

rusts damaged crop in current century. It happened 

despite breeding for rust resistance is conducted using 

advanced techniques and new varieties are introduced 

in shorter duration than during previous era but we 

have not succeeded to achieve the target of rust-free 

wheat cultivation. It is because genes become ineffective 

in the war of existence between wheat and rust. 

 

CONCLUSION 

The three rust diseases occupy challenge in many wheat 

production regions. Extreme regional rust epidemics 

have been documented during this century. The most 

dominant factor is lacking of diversity in host for 

resistance and continuously evolving rust races and 

their migration in large zone that cause a threat wherein 

breeding for this novel aggressive arrival or evolution of 

new strains. It is well known that to accomplish the 

target of nourishing increasing population advanced 

strategies must be applied combined with the 

conventional breeding strategies to accelerate the 

process by decreasing net period and expenses. Details 

regarding how do pathogen perpetuates, reproduces, 

evolves new strains in the war of survival, spreads and 

infects is well known. Serious hazard is because of the 

severe injury these maladies cause to susceptible 

cultivars. Wild relatives of wheat must be explored to 

recognize more rust resistance genes. The ever-

fluctuating nature of three rusts in wheat poses a serious 

risk to wheat production in future. Knowledge gained 

through learning from history of wheat breeding and 

epidemic losses by wheat rusts, breeders developed the 

plan of pyramiding APR/quantitative genes. Deployment 

of APR genes with combinations of race specific genes 

can be a preferable approach to achieve the target of 

enhanced durability. The plan of pyramiding APR genes 

was established by apprehension of rust resistance 

mechanism predominant in historical wheat varieties 

like Lerma Rojo-64, Yaqui-50 and Lyalpur-73 which 

remained resistant for long time attributed to then 

unfamiliar APR genes. Incorporation of genetic 

resistance through deployment of major and QTLs used 

quite widely in breeding programs, combinations of 

partially effective pleotropic race- nonspecific genes 

such as Sr2, Lr34, Lr46, Lr67, and Lr68 have been found 

effective to grant durable resistance. Wheat breeders 

developed a plan of pyramiding APR genes 

unaccompanied or in combination with major genes to 

contest the newly developed races of stem and yellow 

rust. Wheat varieties e.g., Shafaq-06, Lasani-08 and 

AARI-11 are strong evidence of potential of APR gene 

pyramiding strategy to deal with menace of wheat rusts. 

Development in molecular genetics has opened the 

opportunity to the researcher to integrate miscellaneous 

vital characters. It looks as that innovations in breeding 

methods will be imperative driver to the title role of 
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Marker Assisted Selection in subsequent era and we are 

conscious even today advanced breeding schemes usage 

of molecular markers will be the integral component of 

crop improvement system. Cloning and development of 

gene-specific DNA markers of rust genes have 

ameliorated pyramiding into useful wheat backgrounds 

with a feasibility to improve wheat accessions with 

application of cassette of multiple cloned resistance 

genes. Molecular markers are not affected by 

atmosphere, used in all plant developing stages for 

selection of required traits accompanied by target 

gene(s). Molecular markers should be low- priced and 

flexible to analyse on gigantic scale to become suitable 

for selection purposes. Moreover, it is also useful to 

differentiate between dissimilar phenotypes with 

certainty. Such circumstances could be skilled by high 

output genotyping related with new marker systems, 

and selection tactics. In the molecular breeding 

programme MARS demonstrate to be one of the most 

vital styles as this can be exploited for multiple QTLs 

regulating the expression of a compound trait which is a 

constraint in the event of Marker Assisted Backcrossing. 

However, despite sufficient improvement in methods of 

breeding, scientific community is not in position to claim 

that we have defeated rust pathogen. 
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